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Introduction.

In the 'thirties and 'forties intelligence research was much

concerned with studying change in the stntcture of mental abili

ties as a function of age (e.g., Asch 1936, Clark 1944, Garrett,

Bryan, and Perl 1935, Garrett 1938, Reichard 1944). Garrett's

(1938, 1946) wellknown age-differentiation hypothesis maintained

that as age increases the influence of the socalled g-factor de-

creases, and more specialized abilities will come to dominate.

Many contradictory results were obtained during the years on

that hypothesis. Therefore, no conclusive evidence seems ever to

have been reached that settles the controversy about it. Vernon

(1950) is though fairly well assured that the relatively many

confirmatory results from U.S. studies can be attributed to p~

artificially increasing homogeneity of samples with age. This is

brought about by comparing college students with high school

students, and high school students with elementary school children.

These groups represent populations that reflect an increasing

selection with age. Hence it is reasonable to believe that the

smaller g-variance in the older groups is due to their greater

selectivity:

" ••• the writer would conclude that there is no general ten
dency towards differenti.ation, except perhaps in early infancy;
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ffild that everything depends on the type of educational and
vocational training. Usually where abilities are practised
at school or in jobs they tend to become more specialized,
though sometimes teaching is of such a character as to in
crease integration. Again regression or de-differentiation
may occur as effects of past training wear off. It is con
ceiv-able that secondary schooling is more fragmentary in
America than in Britain, and so apt to produce more diffe
rentiation between 12 and 18 than is usual here. But un
doubtedly the main reason'for the apparent reduction in the
importance of g in adults is that the testees are more homo
geneous in abili ty.1I (Vernon 1950,30-31.)

In the 'fifties and 'sixties only few empirical contributions

seem to have been published on the age-differentiation issue

(e.g., Burt 1954, Cropley 1964), and negligible interest for the

problem is apparently the case. However, it might be that a new

interest is about to be stirred, prompted by, for example, Guil

ford (1967), Anastasi (1970), and Reinert (1970), who discuss

the matter substantively. Also, there is an increasing concern

for methods research in the measurement of change.

Recently, Olsson and Bergman (1973) have involved themselves

in the age-differentiation hypothesis, mostly challenged by

problems connected with the statistical methodology to be used

in testing the hypothesis. But their engagement is probably also

reflecting an enduring interest in Sweden for the last decade

concerning longitudinal studies on mental development (e.g.,
II

Berglund 1965, Ljung 1965, Harnqvist 1968).

Neither in the past nor in the present discussion does it

seem to enter much theory in the age-differentiation hypothesis,

such that one is able on convincing, rational premises to pre

dict either confirmatory or disconfirmatory evidence on the

hypothesis. The problem is therefore as yet to a very great ex

tent a challenge to contriving studies that are noncontroversial
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as regards the total research plan, comprising issues like

samples to be selected, tests to be administered,age range to

be covered, and analytical approaches. It seems though almost

impossible to include all favorable features of such an investi

gation in one study. Therefore, a diversity of plans should be

encouraged, such that various methods with different weaknesses

can be employed in repeated attacks on the same problem. This is

in the spirit of multi-operationalism, or convergent operatio

nalism, recommended by Campbell and Fiske (1959), and Webb,Camp

bell, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966) among others. Although their

context was somewhat different, their recommendation certainly

also applies to the present problem.

With a firm belief in a philosophy of research strategy that

favors divergent methods on convergent substantive problems, it

is the purpose of the present paper to introduce an analysis of

variance approach to the testing of the age-differentiation hypo

thesis; and also to present real-world data that are assumed to

be good enough to shed some light on the longstanding substantive

problem of whether differentiation of abilities takes place with

increasing age.

The problem and some investigational considerations.

The total plan for conducting a study of a problem (like the

age-differentiation problem) is here called an investigation,

in accordance with Cattell (1966), who describes a total research

plan as proceeding through four phases, "from a choice of a
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theory or a hypothesis, to a choj.ce of a relational system for

study, and so devising an experimental design to get data on the

relations, and thence to a statistical analysis method" (p.51).

As mentioned above, the age-differentiation hypothesis does

not seem to have got a firm theoretical foundation. It is a

rather loosely conceived hunch. Nevertheless, researchers invol

ved in the hypothesis should be fairly well agreed on what the

implications for a relational system should be from a conception

of what the logical structure of the problem is.

The basic requirement to a relational system congenial to the

age-differentiation problem is that it should be powerful enough

to indicate changes in patterns of abilities, or configurations

of abilities, across occasions, or over ti.me. While a simple

measurement of change is concenled with the difference between

at least two scores for persons at two or more points in time,

the age-differentiation problem involves a rather complex concep

tion of a measurement of change in that it is really a question

of being concerned with a difference between differences of

scores of persons of at least two simultaneous measures on two

or more occasions. More concretely, the age-differentiation hypo

thesis implies that the correlation between two tests (the con

figuration of the two tests) should change with age, that is,

decrease with increasing age. This is a change-in-configuration

problem, and assumed to be the heart of the age-differentiation

hypothesis.

Ideally, the ma.thematical system to be employed in the analysis

of data gathered to test the age-differentiation hypothesis should
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be so strong that it can handle conditional relations simultane

ously. This means that it should be able to tell whether the

correlation be~Neen the tests depends on occasion.

The consequences for the design of an experiment on the hypo

thesis following from the basic conception of what the problem

is, as here sketched, would ideally be to have a large, random

group of testees take the same test battery on at least two

occasions, appropriately separated in time.

The statistical analysis method favored in studies concerning

mental organization is undoubtedly factor analysis. As a matter

of fact, there seems to have been no other choice. This does not

mean, we think, that the method is perfectly fitted for the prob

lem. Rather, the method has obvious drawbacks. According to

Reinert (1970) and Olsson and Bergman (1913), the indicators

used for testing the age-differentiation hypothesis by way of

factor analysis are influenced by quite a few arbitrary decisions,

connected with the choice of number of common factors and pre

ferences for methods of rotation. These drawbacks are all asso

ciated with the a posteriori character of most factor analysis

in use. In addition, it also appears correct to conclude that

factor analysis does not meet the ideal requirement of directly

being able to test the conditional configuration hypothesis.

Compared to an a posteriori strategy customarily followed in

factor analytical approaches to the age-differentiation hypo

thesis, an a priori strategy would classify (factorize) tests

on a rational basis and elaborate on the changing relative con

tribution made by the categories in this particular classifi

cation to total test variwlce from one occasion to the other.
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The categories of tests define the psychologically meaningful

factors (a priori linear combinations) to the researcher. There

fore, there is no a posteriori problem with number and types of

common factors, and a rotation procedure is unnecessary. Thus,

many-of the arbitrary decisions in traditional factor analysis

approaches can be avoided. This a priori kind of factor analysis

is just what an analysis of variance approach will enable us to

do.

In view of the particular role played by the general factor

in the age-differentiation hypothesis, it might seem natural to

prefer a hierarchical factor structure which makes allowance to

what is co~~on to all tests in a battery (the g-factor), and

also to what is common to major and minor groups of tests (major

and minor group factors). This can be accomplished by factor

analysis approaches too, but often rotations are made to extract

more group factors, deleting the g-factor, rather than being

interested in the g-factor per see

The mathematical system of analysis of variance is on the

level of latent structures by way of variance components hier

archically ordered. By choosing a system that generates a

hierarchical factor structure, a confirmatory study on the age

differentiation hypothesis should indicate that the composition

of test score variance changes from younger to older age groups

of youngsters such that relatively more variance can be attri

buted to !najor and minor group factors with increasing age and

relatively less to the g-factor. It is this potentiality of

ana.lysis of variance as a powerful correlational technique that

is going to be exploited in the following.
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A longitudinal model.

Consider what is generally judged the most preferable design

for assessing the age-differentiation hypothesis: A randomly

selected group of n persons (p) is tested at time 01 with a test

battery of k tests (T) for each of, say, 2 groups of tests (G);

each group of tests (G1 and G2 ) supposed to measure relatively

independent traits. Further, assume that the same sample of per

sons is retested at time 02 with the same test battery. This will

TABLE 1. Test design for a longitudinal study.

1

•

P •

n

°1 °2

G1 G2 G1 G2- .•. -_.._--
T1• • • • • •Tk Tk+1···T2k T1• • • • • •Tk Tk+1···T2k- ,- ~-

constitute a longitudinal study. The test design is presented

in TABLE 1.

In analyzing data gathered by this test design, a concern

with the age-differentiation hypothesis implies that one is

particularly interested in examining the sources of variance

that have a P in their labels, because these sources are con

veying information on inter- and intraindiyj.dual differences.
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Therefore, in writing out the analysis of variance (ANOVA)

table, only the P sources will be included, such that the 0, G,

OG, T:G, and TO:G sources are all omitted from TABLE 2. They are

the sources of variance connected with differences between tests.

TABLE 2. Structural models for linear combinations.

SS
source

SSp

SSpo

SSpg

SSpgo

SSpt:g

SSpto:g

df

(n-1)

(n-1)

(n-1)

(n-1)

2 (k-1 ) (n-1 )

2(k-1 ) (n-1 )

MS

MSp

MSpo
MSpg

MSpgo
MSpt:g

MS tP' o:g

It should be understood that the MS's in TABLE 2 are all

variances of linear combinations of the 4k observations in the

total test design. The linear combinations should therefore be

regarded as factors.

A full-rank solution would mean that 4k orthogonal linear

combinations have to be identified in the test design. In effect,

this is what has been done in TABLE 2. That is not immediately

apparent, however, as the PT and PTO linear combinations are

averages of the (k-1) orthogonal linear combinations within each

of the 2 groups of tests. That is, for PT:G and PTO:G there are

within each of the groups 2(k-1) orthogonal linear combinations

of the same category, altogether 4(k-1). Hence, the number of

linear combinations included in the SS coluTIm are 4 (for P, PO,
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PG, and PGO) + 2(k-1) for pr.r:G + 2(k-1) for PTO:G = 4k, which

is the number of observations for' each person tested. (For a

discussion of orthogonal linear combinations and related issues,

see, for example, Kendall (1961), Morrison (1967), Hays (1963)).

The meaning of these linear combinations should be made clear:

The MS is the variance for the sum score of all 4k observations,p

that is, the sum score of 2k tests across the two occasions. It

is a measure of VUlat is common variance to the total test battery.

The MSpo is the variance of a linear combination that contrasts

the tests from 01 with the same tests for 02. This is a measure

of the extent to vlhich the two occasions are measuring different

things.Otherwise put, it is the variance of the di~ference score

be~leen occasions.

The MSpg is the variance of a linear combination that contrasts

the two groups of tests (G1 versus G2 ) for both occasions com

bined. This is a measure of the extent to which the two groups

of tests measure different constructs, irrespective o~ occasion.

Again it is a difference score variance: The variance of the

difference score be~leen groups of tests.

~1fle MSpgo is the variance of the linear combination that con-

trasts two contrasts. As a matter of fact, it compares the dif-

ference between the scores of G and G2 for °1 with the dif-1
ference between the scores of G1 and G2 for °2· Now the contrast

between the GIS is also a measure of the extent to which the GiS

correlate: Comparing the GIS by way of correlation is complemen...

tary to comparing the G's by interaction. Hence, it is indeed

reasonable to consider the MSpgo in the context of the age-
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differentiation hypothesis as a source of variance that is at

the very heart of the matter: What the MSpgo tells is tantamount

to indicating to what degree the correlation between G1 and G2
is equal for 01 and 02. It is the indicator of the measure of

the conditional configuration that one is looking for. It seems

correct to regard the MS as the crucial measure of variancepgo
to be used in a more direct test of the age-differentiation

hypothesis.

Further, the MSpt : g is the pooled variance for linear combi

nations that concerns the contrasts between tests within the

groups for combined occasions. Again it can be viewed as a com

plement to the correlation among tests within groups: The more

PT interaction, the less the correlation between tests within the

groups of tests.

Lastly, the MSpto : g is the variance of a linear combination

that contrasts the differences between tests within groups for

the two occasions. In the context of the present substantive

problem, the MSpto : g is measuring the extent to which the cor

relation between tests within groups differs from 01 to 02. Con

sidered this way, it is clear that the :MSpto : g is indicating to

what extent the age-differentiation hypothesis is tenable: A

substantial change in the correlation between tests within groups

from one occasion to the other would mean a considerable inter-

action of the MSpto : g type. The direction of change in corre

lations among tests would indicate whether the age-differentiation

hypothesis is corroborated or falsified.

The MS's of TABLE 2 are all variances of manifest or observed

linear combinations of the tests that can be interpreted to con-
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vey information of distinct, substantive character. However,

observed data generated by fallible measurements will always

be looked upon as not quite trustworthy. This means that the

observed variances reviewed above should be considered partly

inflated by irrelevant variances. Thus in the MS's irrelevant

variances are thought to be mixed up with relevant variances of

what might be regarded as measures of some underlying, true con

dition. What is desirable is to get indications of the magnitude

of true score variances, or of the relative contribution of tr~e

score variances to the fallible, observed score variances.

In order to approach a solution to this problem one has to go

beyond the observations made and infer some latent structures on

the manifest variances. This is what has been done in the colwnn

for structure equations in TABLE 2. In that column the MS's are

conceived as being composed of a sum of weighted variance compo-

nents. The intention is, by inference, to construct a composition

of the vari~~ces such that some true contribution made by the

specified sources of variance can be ind.icated.

The structure equations in TABLE 2 are all ref'lecting a theory

of how data in this particular test design are generated. For

example, the structure equation for MSpgO ' the crucial source of

variance in the present study, can be interpreted to mean that

the observed MS for the PGO interaction is influenced both by a

PTO:G interaction, which can be viewed as conveying error vari

ance together with information on the correlation of tests within

groups of tests as dependent on occasio~, and a PGO interaction

proper that reflects the geneuine conditional correlation of

groups of tests, i.e., how the correlation of the groups of tests
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is dependent on occasion. Although the structure is abstract,

the equation for MS is real enough in that it's functioningpgo

can be illustrated by concretely manipulating the correlations

among tests within groups for each occasion such that the cor

relation between the two groups of tests will automatically be

affected.

As no further effort will be made to explicate the basic na

ture of the latent struct~res presented in TABLE 2, the reader

is referred to a more thorough introduction to and a discussion

of variance components analysis. Of particular relevance in the
is

present context/the conception of a descriptive variance compo-

nents analysis as presented by the author elsewhere (Eikeland

1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1973).

A latent structure analysis elaborates on the magnitudes of

the variance components. By judging the relative contribution

by the components to the total variance of the test batte17

across occasions, one can see how much of the variance is con
are

tributed by those components that/especially relevant for asses-

hypothesis. In the present design

62 particularly the former.pto:g'

sing the age-differentiation
2those components are 6pgo and

It should be remarked that the author considers a variance

components analysis applicable either as a purely descriptive

analysis, like factor analysis is used, or as an explanatory

analysis in more traditional analysis of variance contexts. In

aiming at an explanatory study more emphasis will be put on

specifying which of the components should be regarded as si.gnal

components, respectively noise components, to be able to indicate
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the magnitudes of some true score variances. The nature of data

to be analyzed will have to decide whether a study should be con

sidered descriptive or explanatory.In the context of the present

substantive problem the descriptive variance components analysis

will be emphasized.

A cross-sectional model.

A longitudinal model requires repeated measures on the se~e

persons over occasions. This kind of data may be difficult to

obtain. In that case,testing different representative samples

TABLE 3. Test design for a cross-sectional study.

1

•

- - --
°1 °2 .-

G1 G2 G1 G2

T1• • • • • •Tk -Tk+1 •• .T2k T1• • • • • •Tk .Tk+1···T2k
.~

No obse l:'Vations

No obse ITations

of a target population at different age levels is an alternative

choice, commonly considered second best. Such a cross-sectional
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design will look somewhat different from the longitudinal one.

Assuming a test battery of the same design as the one used to

describe the longitudinal model, a cross-sectional study is

illustrated in TABLE 3 where the symbols are the same as in

TABLE 1. In addition, S1 and S2 are used for the two samples.

Characteristic for a cross-sectional model as compared to a

longitudinal one, is that no cross-occasion covariance matrix

will be available. Only two cross-test covariances can be gene-

rated, one for each of the two occasions. Therefore, no direct

information of change in configuration can be obtained in a

cross-sectional design. Only indirectly, by comparing the vari-

ance structures for different samples at different age levels,

can changes be indicated.

The formal analysis of cross-sectional data will have to be

made separately for the data matrices of each s~~ple-occasion

combination. The design presented in TABLE 3 means that two

data matrices should be analyzed, the S101 and the S202 matrices.

TABLE 4. Structural models for linear combinations.

SS df MS Structure equationssources

P (n-1) MSp 62 + k62 + 2k62
pt:g pg p

PG (n-1) MS 62 + k62
pg pt:g pg

PT:G 2(k-1)(n-1) MS 62
pt:g pt:g

Assume that the test battery consists of two groups of tests

with k tests within each of the groups, like the battery used for

the longitudinal model. The model to be used in tile cross-
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sectional study is specified in TABLE 4. As can be seen it is

simpler than the corresponding longitudinal model in TABLE 2.

This is because occasion does not enter the cross-sectional model,

formally.

As before, only sources of variance that are descriptive of

individual differences are included in the MJOVA table. For this

specific test design there are three sources of relevance for the

analysis, P, PG, and PT:G, while the G and T:G sources are of

no interest and omitted from the table.

The P source is descriptive of individual 'differences in sum

score across all of the 2k tests; the PG source of the extent to

which groups of tests are measuring different constl~cts; and

the PT:G source of the extent to which the tests within groups

are measures of a common constl~ct.

The three sources of variance in TABLE 4 indicate what kind

of linear combination is used. to account for total test variance

in the battery of 2k tests. The linear combination of P is the

one so commonly used in differential psychology, the sum score.

The combination of PG is the difference score between G1 and G2•

The PT:G variance is based on the pooled sum of squares for

(k-1) orthogonal linear combinations of the k tests within each

of the two groups. This means that the PT:G variance includes

2(k-1) linear combinations that contrast the tests within the

groups of tests. Thus, the ANOVA has transformed the variance of

the 2k tests into the variances of 2 + 2(k-1) orthogonal linear

combinations, which add to 2k. The parallel to factor analysis

is clear, although it should be noted that the factors here

are determined on a rational basis. They are a priorj. factors.
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The equations in TABLE 4 define the latent structures of the

variances of the linear combinations. The relative magnitude of

the variance components compared for age levels will be of cru

cial concern in testing the age-differentiation hypothesis, as

these components also convey information on how much groups of

tests are correlated, and how much tests within groups are cor

related.

An increase in the relative contribution to total test vari

ance made by the P component, the 6~, from age level to age

level will indicate integration rather than differentiation;

while an increase in the relative contribution made by 62 wj.llpg
mean a corroboration of the hypothesis.

A comparison of the composition of the sum score variances,

the MS IS, will according to the structure equation indicatep

to what extent the sum score variances for age levels are dif-

ferentially influenced by a general factor, 62 ; two major groupp

factors, 62 ; and minor group factors, or specj.fic factors, aspg
2represented by 6pt : g '

Analysis of longitudinal data.

a) Data

The same data as used by Olsson and Bergman (1973) in their

factor analytical approach to the age-differentiation hypothesis

will here be reprocessed by the analysis of variance approach

as described above. Their sample consists of 260 girls from a

Swedish town. The girls were tested in 1965 when 9-10 years old,
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and retested three years later when they were 12-13 years old.

They were given six ability tests and two achievement tests

(in Swedish and Mathematics) at both age levels. The tests were

not the same on the two occasions, although of supposedly equi

valent content.

b) Grouping of tests

The eight tests administered were, in the order presented by

Olsson and Bergman (1973): Similarities, Opposites, Swedish,

Letter groups, Figure sequences, Mathematics, Cube counting, and

Metal folding.

The present approach assumes tests to be grouped a priori.

Some rational classification of the eight tests listed above j.s

therefore necessary in order to be able to match the same fac

tors on the two occasions.

It does not seem farfetched and unreasonable to consider

making a dichotomy of the eight tests, a dichotomy which accor

ding to British factor analysis studies appears repeatedly; the

socalled v:ed and k:m factors. Says Vernon (1950, 23): "After-- --
removal of g, tests tend to fall into two main groups: the ver-

bal-numerical-educational on the one hand (referred to as v:ed

factor), and the practical-mechanical-spatial-physical on the

other hand (referred to as k:m factor)." In a.ccordance with

these findings, one might group the Similarities, Opposites,

Swedish, and Mathematics tests as a v:ed factor. The rest,Letter

groups, Figure sequences, Cube counting, and Metal folding might

appear to be an approximate match to the k:m factor. As a matter

of fact, the plausibility of thi~1 particular classification is
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fairly well supported by the intercorrelation matrix of the

eight tests.

c) Analytical procedure

In the analysis to be performed, the two specified groups of

tests together with the four tests within each of the groups and

the two occasions will define a threefacet test design. For a

further discussion of IDultifacet designs, the reader is referred

to Cronbach, GIeser, Nanda, and Rajaratnam (1972), and to

Eikeland (1972a).

In keeping with much of traditional factor analysis, the pre

sent analysis will elaborate on the correlation matrix. This is

done partly because data are most conveniently accessible in the

form of a correlation matrix. But the main reason is to show how

an analysis of variance approach can be conducted when the point

of departure is a correlation matrix (a variance-covariance

matrix would also do) and not the basic data matrix.

The implication of the intended procedure is that standardized

scores,and not raw scores,will be used as the basic observations

to be analyzed. As the data matrix of standard scores is not

available,the analysis has to start out with the correlation

matrix. This will not in any way affect the results, but some

essential modifications in the analytical procedure are necessary,

such that the MS's can be given a.s functions of the correlation

matrix.

The correlation matrix for the Swedish data will be a struc

tured 16 x 16 matrix. The structure imposed on the matrix is the

test desi.gn, 'vvhich is a 2 groups by 2 occasions by 4 tests
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within groups design. The splitting up of the total 16 x 16

matrix in a systenl of submatrices and supermatrices will natu

rally lead to a specification of different categories of corre

lation coefficients. These categories can be identified by

examining TABLE 5, where the structured intertest correlation

matrix is presented. In the upper-right off-diagonal triangular

matrix the categories are specified, while the correlation coe£'-

Insert TABLE 5 about here

ficients as obtained are given in the lower-left off-diagonal

triangular matrix.

Altogether 5 categories of correlation coeffici.ents have been

defined by taking into account whether the correlatj_oIl is between

or within the three facets of the test design: group of tests,

occasion, or test. This is the same classificati.on as a formal

analysis of variance approach will come to exploit.

In TABLE 5 the symbols used are G1 and G2 for the v:ed and the

k:m factors; 01 and 02 for the two occasions; T1- T4 for Simi

larities (1), Opposites (2), Swedish (3), and Mathema.tics (4)

tests; T
5

- TS fol' Letter groups (5), Figure sequences (6), Cube

counting (7), and Metal folding (8). The first subscript for

correlation coefficients denotes group, the second occasion, and

the third test.A betvveen correlation is denoted b, and a wi thin

correlation w.
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Vllien a classification of correlation coefficients has been

found worth while, it is because the different categories con

vey distinct information on how various combinations of observa

tions in the test design go together. Some categories of corre-

lation cp~ be expected to be different. Thus, for example, it

is reasonable to think that the correlation betvreen groups, be

tween occasions, between tests, r bbb , will be lower than the

correlation within groups, betvreen occasions, within tests,

r b • This expectation follows from the assumed re~Oning behindww
the test design.

As is well known, the swn of a correlation matrix is commonly

called the test variance, our symbol bei.ng Vx ' meaning the vari

ance of the sum score. In the present case this will be the vari-

ance of the sum score across groups, occasions, and tests; i.e.,

the variance of the linear combination called P in the model.

In defining the MS's for linear combinations PO, PG, and PGO in

the models presented in TABLE 2, one has only to change signs

for the different combinations. How these signs should run is

TABLE 6. Design matrix for P, PG, PO, and PGO.

G
1

P -I- -I- -I- + -I- + + +

PG + + + + + + + +

PO + -I- + -I-

PGO -I- + + +

+ + + +

+ + + -I-

+ + + +

-I- + -I- +

shoV'ffi in the desigrl matrix in rI'ABIJE 6, which accOl..mts for only

4 of the 16 orthogonal Linear combinati.ons in the total d.esign.
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In defining the I'11S's for PT:G and PTO:G a different procedure

has to be followed, as only submatrices of the total correlation

matrix should be exploited for these variances.The between

groups part of the correlation matrix is of no relevance for

that purpose.

The author has elsewhere ShOMl how multifacet analyses can

be perfonned on structured correlation matrices, or variffi1ce

covariffilce matrices. The present design is an Hxtension of the

more simple designs discussed by Eikeland (1972b, 1973).

If all coefficients in a. correlation matrix are being

replaced by the average coefficients of the category to which

the particular coefficients belong, the sum score variance for

a test design with 2 groups, 2 occasions,and k tests within

groups will be,

It can be shown that the test score varj.ance as commonly de-

fined in differential psychology, i.e., the sum score variffilce

here symbolized Vx' is greater than the corresponding MSp of the

same linear combination by a factor of 4k in ·~le more general

case presented above, and by a factor of 2 x 2 x 4 = 16 in the

data to be analyzed. Generally, the Vx is greater than the cor

responding MS by a factor equal to the number of observationsp

going into the test desi.gn (Eikeland 1972b). Hence, the MS for
p

a test design with 2 groups, 2 occasions, and k tests within

groups as it might be computed from the standardized data mat:rix

will be in terms of the properties of the correlation matrix,
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The relationship established between Vx and MSp will hold

for other linear combinations as well. The MS's for all of the

six sources of variance for individual differences in the model

of TABLE 2 can thus be worked out for the empirical data as

shown in TABLE 7. It should be noted that the MS's for the nested

TABLE 7. Definitions of MS's for linear combinati. ons •

P 1 + 3r b+ r b + 3r wbb+ 4i\wb+ 4rbbb"NW ww
PG 1 + 3r b+ r + 3r wbb- 4i\wb- 4rbbbWVl wbw
PO 1 + 3r wwb- rwb'.v- 3r.~lbb + 4rbwb- 4rbbb- 4rbWb+ 4i\bbPGO 1 + 3"1" - r - 3r wbb-~wwb wbw
PT:G 1 - r b+ r b - rww W w wbb
PTO:G 1 - r wwb- r wbw+ r wbb

linear combinations, PT:G and PTO:G, have to be written as

functions of the submatrices for G1 and G2 0 No between groups

correlation can enter those MS's.

As mentioned in the discussion of the basic model for a longi

tudinal study, TABLE 2, the total variance of the 4k observations

going into the test design will in the analysis of variance

approach be transformed into a SUlll of the variances of the 4k

orthogonal linear combinations defined by the particular design

constructed. Of those 4k combinations, the PT:G and PTO:G will

each have 2(k-1) linear combinations within themselves. The MS's

for p~r:G and PTO:G are thus average values of the variances of

the 2(k-1) linear combinations o
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If the MS's for PT:G and PTO:G in TABLE 7 are each of them

multiplied by 2(k-1) = 6, and the whole table added, one obtains

a sum of 16. For those of the readers who are familiar with a

full rank factor analysis solution, it should be clear that the

sum has to add to 16, which is the trace of the correlation

matrix, i.e., the sum of the principal diagonal in the matrix.

The MS's in TABLE 7 are vari~~ces of manifest linear combi-

nations of the observations made. As we want to go beyond the

manifest level to an inferred latent variance structure, ~~e need

to find a way to defining some true contribution made by the

sources of variance in the test design. These latent trait con

tributions to total test variance are represented by the com-

ponents.

Even by only having access to the correlation matrix, the

variance components 0&11 be found. ']lhis is accomplished by 801-

ving for the unlmovms in the structure equations in TABI,E 2

(recalling that Ie = 4) by starting from the bottom of the table.

TABLE 8.' Defj.ni tion of variance components.

62 r bbbp

62
I'wbb- r bbbpg

62 -r bwb-· r bbbpo
62 r - r wbb- r. b+ r bbbpgo wwb ow

2
6pt : g r - Y'

wbw -wbb

62 1 - r - r + rpto:g wwb wbw wbb

The definitions of the varj.ance components are gtven in TABLE 8.

It is indeed interesting to see how the components can be de-
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fined as functions of average correlation coefficients of the

correlation matrix.

As the six components in TABLE 8 are inferred to be additive

elements of the variance of one observation, which in the corre

lation matrix is 1, it is not unexpected that the sum of the

defined components should add to 1.

d) Results

The anal;ysis of variance of' the correlation matrix is conduc

ted in accordance with the definitions of NIS I.S and variance com

ponents given in TABLE 7 and TABLE 8. In keeping with the struc-

TABLE 9. Analysis of va.riance results.

Latentivariance structure

Source MS pto:g pt:g pgo po pg p

P 7,856 -- 0,286+0,322+0,072+0,304+1,080+5,792

PG 1,760 = 0,286+0,322+0,072+1,080

PO 0,662 -- 0,286+0,072+0,304

POO 0,358 = 0,286+0,072

PT:G 0,608 ... 0,286+0,322

PTO:G 0,286

Variance

COmpOl":18nts

0,362

0,135

0,038

0,018

0, 161

0,286

Sum = 1,000

ture equations of TABLE 2, the latent va.:r:Lance structures of the

M8'S are also given.

As pointed out in the discusf3ion of the model, it is the IJGO

interaction that is of most concern in testing the age-diff(;ren-.

tiation hypothesis, in that this pa.rticular lJnear combj.nation
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conveys information on how much of the variance in the system

is generated by a change in the correlation between the groups

of tests from the first testing at age 9-10 to the second tes-

ting three years later.In examining the variance structure of

one observation, it is evident from the column of variance com-

ponents that almost no variance can be inferred to be contribu-
2ted by 6pgO ' less than 2%, which indicates that negligible change

in the configuration of the groups of tests has taken place frOlll

the first to the second testing.

Of the observed variance of 0,358 for linear combination PGO,

only 0,072, or 20% of observed variance, is considered the contri-

bution by a true change-in-configuration component. Another way

of looking at that result would be to regard the difference be-

tween differences of the group scores for the two occasions 8.S

rather unreliable. The reliability of the linear combination of

PGO can be given the tradj. tional form of taking the ratio of

true score variance to observed score variance,

0,072 °r tt = ----~. = 0,2 1,
0,286 + 0,072

which certainly indicates that the dependability of that dif-

ference score is very low. The rationale for difference score

reliability is discussed in more detail by Eikeland (1973).

still another way of interpreting the result is to look at

the observed SLJIll score variance, the MS p ' end examine the latent

variance structure to learn how much of that variance can be con-

sidered explained by a true change in correlation between the

two groups of tests from 01 to 02. By transforming MS to unitp
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vari.ance, the contribution made by the weighted components can

be given as proportions,

pto:g pt:g pgo po pg p

MS = 1,000 = 0,036 + 0,041 + 0,009 + 0,039 + 0,137 + 0,737p

The interpretation of this composi tj.on of the sum score variance

is fairly clearcut: If all observations in the test design, al

together 16, were added, the variance of that sum score could be

regarded as strongly loaded by a general component rmll~ing through

all of the observations, the weighted 62 component; only moderate-p

ly loaded by a weighted component si.gnifying that the two groups

of tests are measuring different constructs, the

and negligibly loaded by other components. Among

26 component;
pg

these, less

than 1;0 i.e contributed by the component for the PGO interaction,
2

6pgo •

The result commented upon till now has been considered in

terms of the latent structure by inferring from a theorotical

structure imposed on data. Hovvever, one can a.lso look quite

unsophisticatedly at data by considering the observed va.riances

of the 16 orthogonal linear combinations as created by the test

TABLE 10. Contribution of MS's to total test variance.
%

MS 7,856 0,491p

MS 1,760 0,110pg
MS 0,662 0,041po

MS go 0,358 0,022
P C)

60'IT0 ) 3,648 0,228._Upt: g

6 (T,;rc3. ) 1 ,? 16 0,107.......~ ,__~~o~ __•____"w___

Tot test var 16,000 0,999
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design. This will be a parallel to a full rank data reduction

analysis. In TABLE 10 the MS's for PT:G and PTO:G are each

multiplied by 6 and added together with the MS's for P,PG,PO,

and PGO to yield the total variance of all of the 16 linear

combinations. As expected, this sum is 16. Thus, the total test

variance has been accounted for by the 16 a priori orthogonal

linear combinations, constructed on a rational basis to answer

specific substantive questions of interest to the researcher.

The results presented in TABLE 9 and TABLE 10 are not comparable

in principle, as the two analyses are based on quite different

ways of conceiving variance structures. In TABLE 9 the structure

is latent, in TABLE 10 it is a manifest structure. Nevertheless,

the contributions made to total test variance by the sources

are so clear that the two ways of analyzing data lead to the

Same conclusion as regards the problem at issue: 1'he change in

correlation between the two groups of' tests, the v:ed and the

k:m factors, seems to change negligibly from test to retesting

three years later.

Analysis of cross-sectional data.

a) Data

Sample test data for the cross-sectional study are taken

from the files of the standardizing material for a No~vegian

mental maturity test battery gathered as far back as 1952. (For

a general discussion of the test battery, see Sandven (1962).)

The battery is a 1lflurstone type of intelligence tests, cove-

ring five primary mental abilities: Memory, Verbal, Spatial,
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Reasoning, and Quantity. The battery is hierarchically strati

fied, like PMA and WISe, in that there are subtests (S) nested

within tests or abilities (T), and items (I) nested within the

subtests.

Series III of the test battery is used. This series is

standardized for the age group 12-15. In the analysis to be per

formed, the number of items in the battery has been cut from

originally 114 to 65 by omitting items in the second half of

the subtests. This reduction has been done in order to avoid

a spuriously high internal consistency because of too many un

attempted items. TABLE 11 shows the tests represented in the

Subtest No.of items

1 14

2 5

3 6

4 5

5 4

6 4

7 4

8 6

9 5

10 6

11 6

~ - 65

Quantity

TABLE 11. An overview of the test battery.

Test

Reasoning

Spatial

Verbal

Memory
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battery, the listing of subtests from 1 to 11, and the number

of successive items retained in the analysis, always starting

with item No.1 in each original subtest.

Samples are randomly drawn from the files of the age group

12-15, the target population being the children of that age

range in the three biggest cities in Norway; Bergen, Oslo, and

Trondheim. This particular age range was chosen in order to

have just the same test battery, Series III, applied to all

samples included in the study. The battery had been administered

in the fall of 1952 (September) in grades 6 and 7 in elementary

school, and in grammar school (realskulen) and the continuation

school (framhaldsskulen), which are here called grade 8.

Children born 1940 were in the fall of 1952 6-graders. Those

tested were divided into two groups; children born in the first

half of 1940, and children born in the second half. This was

done for each sex separately. From each of these four groups of

6-graders, 50 children were randomly picked. The same procedure

was followed for children born in 1939; that is, children in

grade 7.

Children born in 1938 were in the fall of 1952 either in

grammar school or in the eontinuation school. ~Phese schools

were selective schools, meaning, generally speaking, that high

and medium achievers went to gramIna.r school, while medium and

low achievers went to the continuation school. In the three

cities concerned, some 60% of the age group went to the former,

some 40% to the latter type of school this particular year.

Accordingly, in order to get a representa:ti ve sample for the
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age group considered, children born in 1938, proportionate

samples had to be drawn from the files of each of the two

selective school types.

Again, children within grammar school and the continuation

school were divided into two groups, those born in the first

half of 1938 and those born in the second half.

An'assumedly representative sample is now obtained by ran

domly picking 30 children from each of the age groups in gram

mar school and 20 from each of the age groups in the continu·

ation school. This sampling procedure is performed for each

sex separately.

Thus, by the sampling plan described, representative samples

of 50 children are supposed to have been established for six

age levels with approximate average age 12.0, 12.5, 13.0, 13.5,

14.0, and 14.5. Altogether 600 children go into the 12 samples

of the study.

b) The problem restated

The intention now is to examine how the variance structure

of the test -oattery for the different samples will come to

change from age level to age level~ For the battery used in

this study, it is reasonable, in keeping with the age-differen-··

tiation hypothesis, to expect that the correlations among tests

(abilities) should decrease with increasing age.

As noted in the discussion of the cross-sectional model to

be applied, no direct testing of change is possible. Variance

structures for age levels have to be compared descriptively.
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c) Modification of the basic model

The basic model to be applied in the cross-sectional study

presented in TABLE 4 is based on a twofacet, hierarchical test

design, meaning that tests are nested within groups of tests.

As the design of the test battery that provides data for the

present analysis is a threefacet, hierarchically stratified

test design, the model needs an extension to fit this particular

structure of tests. The design for this kind of test battery has

been discussed more thoroughly by the author elsewhere (Eikeland

1972a), and will not 'be dealt with in any detail here.

An analysis of variance model for the test battery in

question will have to take especially into account that there

are three facets, and that the design is doubly nested.

There are four sources of variance that are descriptive of

inter- and intraindividual differences in the present test

TABLE 12. Structure equations for the threefacet test design.

SS
source

SSp

SSpt

SSps:t

SS. t
p~:s:

df

(n-1)

(n-1 )(r-1 )

(n-1 )(m-1 )r

(n-1 ) (k-1 )mr

MS

MSp

MS
pt

MS tps:

MSpi : s : t

Latent structure

2 2 2· 2CJ. t+kcr t+kmC1 t"fkmrCJ
p~ : s : ps: . p P
2 k 2 k 2CJpi : s : t + CJps : t + mOpt

CJ2 +kcr2
pi:s:t ps:t
2

CJpi : s : t

design: P, PT, PS:T, and PI:S:T. The P source is the linear

combination that concerns the sum score across tests, subtests,

and items. The PT involves the correlation among tests(abilities),
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the PS:T the correlation between subtests within tests, and

the PI:S:T the correlation among items within subtests within

. tests. As items within subtests are supposed to measure the

same trait, one can also regard PI:S:T as a measure of the in

consistency of items in measuring a common trait within subtests.

In TABLE 12 the structure equations for the extended model

are given, assuming k items within subtests (S), m subtests

within tests (T), r tests, and n persons (p) tested. As before,

only sources of variance involving individual differences are

included in the table, which means that only linear combinations

of observations for persons are of concern.

It should be noted that the model presented in TABLE 12 is

slightly simplified compared to a model that would be a more

exact fit to the test battery employed. The simplification con

cerns the coefficients in the structure equations. As is evi

dent from TABLE 11, there is not the same number of items with

in sUbtests, neither is the number of subtests within tests

equal. This should not bother us. For the purpose of the present

analysis we need not go into the estimation of unwcighted com

ponents. Only the values of weighted variance components will

be used for obtaining the variance structures demanded in order

to be able to compare age levels. As can be seen from TABLE 12~

when. the unknowns are weighted components, no di.fficul ty will

arise in solving for them, even if the coefficients were some

kind of average number of items and average number of subtcsts.

If unweighted components are vvanted, there are formulas for

determining the coefficients in case of unequal items within

subtests and/or unequal subtests wi thin te~:;tG.
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d) Results

Altogether 12 data matrices, each of them a 50 persons by

65 items matrix have been analyzed. The data processing had to

be done manually as no computer program was available.

Only one of the 12 analyses will be presented here in order

to show how results were worked out. In TABLE 13 a complete

TABLE 13. ANOVA of data matrix for sample B138.

6

54

MS Variance structure
pi:s:t ps:t pt p

49 0,9844 =0,1537+0,0511+0,0517+0,7279

4

dfSS

48,235

14,736

18,561

54,816

T

S:T

I:S:T

Source

PT 50,265 196 0,2565 =0,1537+0,0511+0,0517

PS:T 60,215 294 0,2048 =0,1537+0,0511

PI:S:T 406,605 2646 0,1537

Total 653,435 3249

ANOVA table is presented. It is the analysis of the data matrix

for the sarllple of boys of average age 14,5; tha.t is, boys born

in the first half of 1938.

In assessing the tenability of the age-differentiation hypo

thesis, the variance structure for MS will be the focus ofp

attention, because that structure includes all of the crucial

information on how parts of the test battery go together. By

settinG MS to unit variance for all samples, the proportionp
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of variance accounted for by the weighted components in the

structure equation for MS can be compared for the differentp

age levels. For the result in TA1JIJE 13 the proportions will be,

pi:s:t ps:t pt p

MSp = 1,000 = 0,156 + 0,052 + 0,053 + 0,739 .
.

Interpreting the obtained composition of weighted variance

components, indicates that a common trait running through the

whole test battery explains 74% of the observed interindividual

differences, 5% is explained by a differential contribution by

tests, i.e., a measure of the extent to which tests measure dif

ferent traits. Another 5% of the sum score variance is explained

by the fact that different subtests within tests measure dif-

ferent traits. IJastly, 16?~ of the sum score variance is accounted

for by the inconsistency of items within subtests in measuring

a common trait for each su.btest.

In the context of the present study the variance structures

per se are hardly of any concern. Rather, it is the variance

structures compared for the age groups that count.

When analyses like that illustrated in TAl1LE 13 have been

conducted for the other data matrices, each 113 is set to unit
p

variance such that all of the variance structures can be given

as proportions, and the compositions can be directly compared.

It is the relative contribution of the weighted components to

MS that is relevrmt for the age-differentiation hypothesis,p

especially the contribution made by the PT component. If the

relative contribution of that component increases with age at

the cost of the P component, then differentiation is indicated.
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The variance stl~ctures of MSp for all 12 samples are pre

sented in TABLE 14. The samples have been identified by labels

TABLE 14. The variance structure of the MS for all samples.p

Sample pi:s:t ps:t pt p

6G240 0,152 + 0,070 + 0,054 + 0,724

6G140 0,128 + 0,050 + 0,061 + 0,761

7G239 0,151 + 0,059 + 0,037 + 0,753

7G139 0,183 -I- 0,101 + . 0,023 + 0,692

8G238 0,139 + 0,034 + 0,131 + 0,696

8G138 0,127 + 0,078 + 0,007 + 0,788

Mean for G 0,147 -I- 0,065 + 0,052 + 0,736

6B240 0,178 + 0,055 + 0,108 + 0,659

6B140 0,134 + 0,042 + 0,119 + 0,723

7B239 0,143 + 0,064 + 0,089 + 0,704

7B139 0,152 + 0,050 + 0,088 + 0,710

8B238 0,138 + 0,084 + 0,006 + 0,772

8B138 0,156 + 0,052 + 0,053 + 0,739

Mean for B 0,150 + 0,058 + 0,OT7 + 0,718

indicating grade, sex, and when born. For example, 8G238 means

the sample of girls in grade 8 (either in gr~umar or continu

ation school) born in the second half of the year 1938; 7B139

the sample of boys in grade 7 born i.n the first half of 1939.

Figure 1 is drawn to facilitate the interpretation of TABLE

14 with a view to the Subst~1tive problem raised of whether a
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change in variru~ce structure can be substantiated as a function

of age. It is obvious from the figure that no change in the re

lative contribution by the di.fferent variance components has

occurred from age level 12,0 to age level 14,5 for either sex.

Insert FIGURE 1 about here

It seems reasonable to consider the observed differences in

variance structure from age level to age level as unsystematic

fluctuations about the means for the two sexes. No trend can be

discerned,neither for differentiation nor for integration.

Discussion.

a) The longj. tudinal studJ"

In the model developed for the longitudinal stud:r, the one

most important source of variance for testing the age.~differen

tiation hypothesis is a linear combination of observations, a

difference-of-differences score, that signifies a triple inter

action, the PGO. :Bl or a long time in the history of analysis of

variance such i.nteractions were considered bothersome to the

researcher, of doubtful substantive interest, and difficult to

interpret. In recent years, however, interactions have caught

the attention of research workers more and more as they see that

realistic, complex questions can be put this way_
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In a correlational context, there seems to be great possibi-

lities for applying analysis of variance approaches as an alter-

native to traditional factor analysis in studies where it can

be determined on a logical basis what kind of repeated measures

design is appropriate for asking specific questions of data in

order to answer particular research questions. It is the author's

view that analysis of variance is a superb analytical tool for

what can be meaningfully called a rationalistic factor analysis.

Guttman's (1958) somewhat vague, but intuitively correct antici-

pation of what lies ahead for factor analysis,conceived in the

frame of reference of analysis of variance, is about to come

true. Even Rozeboom (1966) who seems to question a priori factor

patterns, must though admit that there might be strong indications

in favor of a rationalistic approach:

"To an empiricist, therE: is "COO much abou.t rationalistic ana
lysis that reeks of myth making, too much of coercing nature
into strained compliance with our preconvictioEs y'!hen we should
be standing aloof with keen but coldly critica.l vision to re
gister what may be revealed tmto us. Yet if the data do, in
fact, neatly fit an a priori pattern, then this remains a brute
statistical fact about trIe observed interrelations, untarnished
by whatever implausibility may adhere to the pattern as a hypo
thesis about source variables, which demands due recognition
in whatever substantive theory may ul ti.mately be developed
about these variables." (Hozeboom 1966, 291.)

The triple interaction in the present model is tailored for

asking just that question of data that is implied in the age

differentiation hypothesis. No difficulty attaches to the inter

pretation of this interaction, although the relationship re-

vealed by it is a complex one. Many research questions that ought

to be asked are certainly of a complex character, and should of

course not be avoided if one wants to be true to real world

relations, which doubtlessl;y very often are conditional: The
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relation sought between two variables are frequently dependent

on levels of a third variable, and even on the levels of more

variables.

The PGO interaction in the model involves a conditional rela-

tion in that it delves into the problem of whether the correla-

tion between G1 and G2 is dependent on occasion. The small con-

TABLE 15. Changes in correlations between G
1

and G2 tests
from °1 to °2·

Tests 0 °2 D0
1
/021

1/5 0,323 0,396 -0,073
1/6 0,310 0,349 -0,039

1/7 0,244 0,288 -0,044
1/8 0,279 0,283 -0,004

2/5 0,370 0,4-50 -0,080
2/6 0,326 0,414 -0,088

2/7 0,291 0,331 -0,040
2/8 0,304 0,301 +0,003

3/5 0,501 0,532 -0,031
3/6 0,464 0,461 +0,003

3/7 0,355 0,346 +0,009

3/8 0,422 0,359 +0,063

4/5 0,552 0,605 -0,053
4/6 0,505 0,570 -0,065

4/7 0,347 0,504 -0,157
4/8 0,Ll.. 76 0,539 -0,063

Average change = -0,041

tribution m.ade by the PGO interaction to total test variance in

the present study is j.nterpreted to me£-lD that thl~ correlation

between the GIS does not change much from 01 to 02.
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A eery concrete iilustration of the mean.ing of the PGO inter

action is to check directly how the correlation coefficients

between tests of the two groups change over time. "In TABLE 15

this is shovm for all of the 16 bwb correlations. The changes

in the coefficients are rather small, but ~airly consistent. The

average change in the correlation between tests from the two

groups of tests from 01 to 02 is -0,041, which means that the

correlations have increased and not decreased, as predicted by

the age-differentiation hypothesis.

Also the PTO: G interaeti.on is thouf)lt to be of some perti

nence to the age differentiation hypothesis in that a decrease

TABJJE 16. Changes in correlations between tests wi thin groups
from 0, to 02'

~J.1ests

1/2
1/3
1/4
2/3
2/4
3/4

5/6
5/7
5/8
6/7
6/8
7/8

°1

0,761
0 9 723
0,461
0,718
0,491
0,639

0,444
0,354
0,408
0,385
0,429
0,461

°2

0,769
0,763
0,495
0,755
0,540
0,657

0,603
0,444
0,498
0,422
0,532
0,520

-0,008
-0,040
-0,034
-0,037
-0,049
-0,018

-0,159
-0,090
-0,090
-0,037
-0,103
-0,059

Average ch2.l.nge .-- -0,060

in the correlation among tests wi thj_n groups from 01 to 01 mF.l.y

indicate differentiation as well. This t;ype of intera.ction can
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be illustrated by comparinG the correlation coefficients runong

tests within the two groups for the ~vo occasions. This is shovm

in TABLE 16, where the changes are consistently in the direction

of increasing correlations with age, rather than decreasing as

expected from the hypothesis. It is this change that is reflected

in the MSpto : g •

It should be noted that the d.irection of changes in the cor

relation coefficients, whether for PGO or PTO:G, can not be seen

from the MSpgo or the MSpto : g ' It has to be observed from the

correlation matrix.

As men-t:Loned in the description of the test battery, the tests

used were not the same for the two occasions. To what extent this

can have affected the. resul t is dif'ficul t to judge.

The present results are based on an analysis of the correlatioll

matrix, or the data matrix of standardized scores. The analysis

performed by Olsson and Bergman (1973) of the same data was based

on raw scores. It is not believed to have affected the results

in the t~IO studies differentially.

b) The cross-sectional study

The formal model used in the cross-sectional study is not so

complex as the model developed for the longi tu.dinal study in

that occasion can not be directly included in the analysis in

the former. The crucial information in the data set generated

by the test battery that is used for the assessment of the age

differentiation hypothesis in the cross-sectional study is con

veyed first and forerr..ost by the PT interaction. This information

concerns the correlation am.ong tests (abilities). How this C01'-
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relation changes with age is also here the central issue of the

age-differentiation hypothesis. As a matter of fact, this way of

posing the problem implies a PTO interaction, although this

interaction can not be fontally specified in the cross-sectional

model because no covariance matrix between occasions exists.

Also the cross-sectional model has a clear parallel to factor

analysis. In effect, the analysis of the test battery for each

age level concerns the factor composition of total test variance.

The comparison between age levels will be a study of the in

variance of factor structures of the battery over time, as re

flected in the relative contribution to total test variance by

a general component (factoY.') and major and minor group compo

nents (factors represented by two types of interactions, the PT

and the PS: T. ) •

Some doubt may be raised whether the variance structures

compared are inf'luenced in an uncontrolled marmer by the possi

bility that the same test battery used for all age levels can

be too difficult for the younger children and too easy for the

older ones in the age range included in the study. In case of

a substantial variation in the dispersion of scores for the

different age groups, it is very di.fficul t to mow how this will

affect the variance structure. If the difficulty level of the

test battery is not extreme in either direction for the age

levels included in the study, it should be reasonable to think

that the structures will not be influenced in any systematic

way.

A check on the difficulty level of the test battery together

with the mean and the standard deviation of the swn score is
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given j.n TABLE 17. As can be seen from that table, the diffi

culty level of the reduced test battery ranges from 53 (53 items

TABLE 17. Difficulty level,average sum score,and standard
deviation for test battery.

Sample Difficulty Mean SD

6G240 54 34,82 8,83
6G140 53 34,38 9,53
7G239 64 41 ,4-2 8,60
7G139 62 40,24 7,78
8G238 74 47,80 8,17
8G139 '74· 48,30 8,51

6B240 62 40,32 8,11
6B140 56 36,08 9,30
7B239 62 40,42 8,84-

7B139 61 39,36 8,78
8B238 74 48,1E3 8,31
8B139 72 ~·6 ,88 8,00

out of 100 correctly answered) for one of the youngest groups

to 74 for the older groups. After all, this does not seem

unexpectedly much, and the discrimination power of the test

battery should be considered pretty' good also for the older

groups. Iro be sure, in planning a studJT wj. th the same test ba t-,

tery adminj.stered to different age groups ~ an effect like the

present one is foreseen, yet unavoidable.

We thi.nk it is a sound jUdgment to c01wider the result of

TABLE 17 i.n no 'Nay invalidating the conclusion reached that

no change in the configuration of abilities has taken place

from age level 12,0 to age level 14,5 for either sex.
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Concluding remarks.

The age-differentiation hypothesis has been approached by

analysis of variance models in a longitudinal and a cross

sectional study. As an alten~ative to a factor analysis approach

to the substantive problem of concern in that hypothesis, we

think ANOVA has some obvious advantages. These are associated

with the a priori character of MOVA, as contrasted with the

a posteriori character of traditiona.l factor analysis a.pproaches.

The problem under investigation dem8.nds that specific qtl..estions

should be put to data in order to get unambiguous rolswers. To

obtain this, rational designs in accordance wi.th the problems

raised ha.ve to be constructed. :By so doing, much of the arbitrary

decision-making in the factor analysis approach is avoided. Thus,

we may be said to have reached a rationalistic factor analysis

approach, which is a proper name for the analysis of variance

applied in the present context.

Neither of the substantive results obtained in the two studies

can be interpreted to corroborate the age-differentiation hypo

thesis. Rather, at least the result of the longitudinal analysis

seems to be more in favor of integration than differentiation.

This is somewhat at odds with the result of Olsson and Bergman

(1973) by their model 4, which they apparently favor, although

they can also see indicati.ons in data in the direction of inte

gration. VIe think those il'!.dications are very consistent, as shown

in TABLE 15 and TABLE 16.

The cross-sectional study appears to indicate neither dif

ferentiation nor integra.tion in the mental orgEl.11ization for

the age r::mge included.
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